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EMPOWER EMPLOYEES 
THROUGHOUT THEIR WORKING DAY

The employee experience is vital to an organisation’s 
success. To enable them to work to their full  
potential, employees need powerful technologies  
that enable simple collaboration, robust security  
and seamless mobility. 

With solutions from Computacenter and Samsung, 
employees can work at their best throughout  
their working day:

                  Get a new colleague up  
and running without delay

With centralised remote management and automation 
that enables near zero-touch deployment, IT teams  
can get new starters up and running on their Samsung 
devices quickly and efficiently. And with our best-fit, 
intuitive devices offering a great user experience, 
there’s no delay to productivity. 

10AM   Work securely from home

Samsung’s built-in security and flexible devices mean 
employees can work securely regardless of their 
location so corporate data and systems are protected. 
And with connectivity, cameras and microphones 
designed for video calling, employees can collaborate 
seamlessly with colleagues.

MIDDAY   Greet visitors in style

Sometimes, only a face-to-face meeting will do. With  
LED signage, video walls, 8K and Crystal UHD screens 
from Computacenter and Samsung, organisations  
can make a lasting impression on clients and guests  
in lobbies, entrances and conference rooms. 

DISCOVER HOW ORGANISATIONS CAN MAXIMISE PRODUCTIVITY, SECURITY AND THE USER 
EXPERIENCE WITH THE LATEST SOLUTIONS FROM COMPUTACENTER AND SAMSUNG. 

9AM



With mobile-first design, 
world-class components 
and security at the core, 
workplace solutions from 
Computacenter and 
Samsung help organisations 
meet their goals for mobility, 
sustainability and security. 
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2PM
  
Hold a productive meeting

Our solutions ensure meetings go without 
a hitch. With Samsung Flip, attendees  
can easily share ideas and meeting notes, 
with seamless distribution to laptops  
and the ability to keep confidential 
information secure. And for those that 
couldn’t make it in person, it’s easy  
to add virtual attendees too. 

4PM   Resolve IT issues quickly and easily

A lost, dropped or damaged laptop could 
spell disaster for an employee’s 
productivity. But with Samsung’s device 
management capabilities and 
Computacenter’s maintenance and 
break-fix services, organisations can 
quickly address issues and get employees 
working again with minimal disruption. 

DISCOVER MORE
To find out how Computacenter and Samsung can help  
your organisation unleash your employees’ full potential,  
please contact your Computacenter Account Manager,  
call 01707 631000 or email enquiries@computacenter.com
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